


Lasha Mdinaradze



GUDU stands for spectacular tailoring and 
craftsmanship. 

Focusing on total-look aesthetics, designer 
Lasha Mdinaradze puts the woman on the 
centre stage. He calls his ideal heroine a 
punk of blue blood, who looks both pro-
vocative and elegant. GUDU demonstrates 
how dramatic, sensual silhouettes can be 
made part of everyday life.

The main mission of GUDU is to create ex-
ceptional clothes that empower women.

About Brand



Lasha Mdinaradze graduated from Iakob 
Nikoladze Art College and State Academy 
of Arts in Tbilisi, followed by Accadem-
ia Italiana in Florence. His background in 
costume design is manifested through an 
innovative and bold artistic vision. Winner 
of Benext Fashion Design Contest.

GUDU belongs to a new generation of de-
signers, who daringly collides epic highs 
with avant-garde, subcultural lows. 

About Designer



Sustainability Manifesto



GUDU is an advocate of sustainable design.

We are committed to producing fewer but long-lasting and timeless pieces of clothing. 

We believe in building a modern and resilient production that provides desirable jobs, 
fosters people’s skills and results in fashion garments of immaculate quality. 

We want to have a positive impact on everyone we do business with. We treat our 
workers with respect and empathy.  GUDU atelier is where the top artisans master 
their craft. 

We believe in slow fashion and choose to work with superb materials. We cherish the 
planet and all of its inhabitants and opt for eco-leather and eco-fur. 

The future of fashion relies on people and the choices they make.



Collections



FW 2020/21 

For AW2020-2021 GUDU 
explores making complex 
yet wearable garments. 
The collection’s dominat-
ing features are intricate 
patchwork and pleating 
techniques delicately as-
sembled together by hand 
from individual patches of 
faux leather — beautiful 
examples of the design-
er’s commitment to crafts-
manship. 





Multi-layered, a combination 
of different textures, costumes 
of complex cut, dark colors 
and gold, bright elements and 
shiny dresses - all this in the 
new SS20 collection.

SS 2020





SS 2019 
GUDU continues to play with 
forms, but now on the field of 
times: the collection presents 
electric colors from the eighties, 
voluminous jackets and shining 
lurex from the nineties, asym-
metry and a free cut of two thou-
sandth. 
In SS19, flowing silk and luxu-
rious multilayered outfits reap-
peared. 





The collection follows the 
main brand’s features - asym-
metry, plisse, Victorian col-
lars. Oversized puff-jackets 
are back, but edited with 
oversized detachable collars. 
Playing with the opposites is 
the main mood of the collec-
tion - silk and wool, denim 
and costume fabric. 

AW 2018/19





Most of the ideas and imag-
es of the collection was tak-
en from the streets of the city 
- the clothes of ordinary pas-
sers-by, urban freaks, office 
workers, sellers. This rede-
signed and matured style of 
the nineties formed the basis 
for the new spring-summer 
collection. Women’s sexuali-
ty has a masculine character, 
but it is softened by light tex-
tures, tender colors or naive 
details.

SS 2018





The mood was decadent and 
sporty, inspired by Roma cul-
ture in Ukraine and Geor-
gia. Models with black nylon 
masks stomped out in retro 
knit turtlenecks with prep-
py stripes around the collars. 
Casual pieces like a bomber 
jacket were instantly elevated 
with crystal embellishments, 
while track pants had bedaz-
zled stripes down the sides.

AW2017/18





The base of the collection is 
the ideas of the fashion of 90s. 
Only 3 colors are used in - 
black, red and white. The col-
lection is mostly about hyper-
trophy - oversized puff-jackets 
and volumes sleeves with fit-
ted silhouettes.

AW2016/17





Collaborations



Costumes for “The Nutcracker” Ballet

GUDU created the costumes for The Nutcracker ballet, that was shown during the Christmas eve at 
National Opera of Ukraine. The dresses were made for both principal dancers of National Opera - Kat-

eryna Kukhar and Oleksandr Stoianov. 



In 2017 created outfits for Bob Basset Studio

Bob Basset is Ukrainian art studio that works in the field of object design. The studio creates art objects 
from various materials, primarily leather and bone, metal, wood, stone, glass and others.



Media



Vogue Italia 
ITALY



Vogue Italia 





BALTIC COUNTRIES

L’Officiel Baltics



RUSSIA
Vogue.ru



Harper’s Bazaar Russia



Vogue.ua

UKRAINE



L’Officiel Ukraine



Buro 24/7 Ukraine



Vogue.ua



Jetsetter.ua



L’Officiel Ukraine



Vogue.ua



Vogue.ua



L’Officiel.ua



HD Fashion



MainCream



Jetsetter.ua



BESTIN



Marie Claire



Harper’s Bazaar Ukraine



L’Officiel Austria



Harper’s Bazaar Ukraine



Elle Ukraine



L’Officiel Ukraine



People
Through our relationship with stylists and celebrities GUDU clothes are now worn by 

following people



Alla Kostromichova Natallia Yakimchyk Tina Karol Nadya Dorofeeva

Model
1 mln followers

Designer and influencer
1,8 mln followers

Singer
1,4 mln Followers

Singer
5 mln Followers

Darya Astafieva

Singer
435K Followers



Ekaterina Kukhar  Sonya Kay Tina Sizonova Josephine de La Baume

Prima ballerina of the National Opera of Ukraine 

299K Followers
Singer

27,3K Followers
Stylist, influencer
30,5K Followers

Actress
50,6K Followers

Alina Pash

Singer
55,5K Followers



General requires
info@gudu.com.ua

Sales
sales@frame.fashion

www.gudu.ua
@gudu_official


